Monuments are, slowly but surely, turning into copies of themselves. It is hard to find a major monument that has not had some portion replaced by a copy. There are monuments with only small copied portions: The Doge's Palace in Venice has 1870s column capitals that were modeled on the fifteenthcentury originals, which were thought to be too precious to be left outdoors; similarly, the torch of the Statue of Liberty is a 1986 copy of the 1886 original, which had badly rusted. There are monuments where entire sections are copies: The Houses of Parliament in London were severely bombed during World War II. The Commons Chamber, having been lost entirely, was replaced in 1950 with a simplified copy designed by architect Sir Giles Gilbert Scott. The less well-known Powel House in Philadelphia has a 1970s copy of its original 1795 dining room, lost to the Metropolitan Museum of Art in 1917. Then there are also those monuments that are already almost entirely copies. Think of the Frauenkirche in Dresden, which has only a few pieces of original ashlar theatrically placed on the façades. Also the entire façades of SOM's Lever House are 1998 copies of the 1952 curtain wall. Finally, there are monuments that have already entirely become copies, like Barcelona Pavilion rebuilt in 1986 on the footprint of Mies van der Rohe's lost original, with self-effacing improvements designed by Ignasi de Solà-Morales, Cristian Cirici, Fernando Ramos y Ana Vila. In this same category, but on a different cultural register, we might also include the Ise Shrine, currently on its sixty-second copy. How are we to think of monuments, and indeed of preservation, in light of the pervasiveness of copies today? This special issue of Future Anterior sets out to provide answers to this question.
The emphasis on the present moment is vital, for our relationship to copies is different from that of former generations. Copies are pervasive in a way that the ancient Greeks could never have imagined. While it is clearly important to understand that they too grappled conceptually with how copying changes the nature of monuments, it also seems inadequate to invoke the Ship of the Argonauts as the only way to theorize this question. Closer to us, the postwar generation theorized copies in terms of material authenticity. Ontologically, they saw increases in a monument's copied content as a diminution of its historicity and therefore of its reality. Their thinking was coherent with a world in which copies were often imperfect, made iv by skilled artisans whose hand could be disguised only to a point. The possibility to store and re-store information about objects digitally has made it possible to approximate perfection in ways that were unthinkable and economically prohibitive even twenty years ago. Even expert viewers have a hard time discerning discrepancies between Veronese's Wedding at Cannaa at the Louvre and Factum Arte's copy at the Fondazione Cini. Arguably, the experience of the copy is more authentic, as it completes Palladio's refectory just as Veronese intended, as a spatial trompe l'oeil that every visitor to the Louvre is robbed of. It used to be that only craftsmen skilled in working a particular material would be authorized to make copies of building elements in that material. You would never allow a carpenter to copy a stone column capital. But now we think nothing of calling upon the same digital craftsmen to work on copies of wooden or lapidary monuments. The identity between material and labor has come decoupled, and with it a way of thinking. The way we copy, and who has the authorized legal right to 2. Dresden, view of the Frauenkirche in 2013. Photograph by Stefanie Elsel. v make a copy, is undergoing a revolution that challenges the intellect in new ways.
Needless to say, copying and copyright is changing across disciplines and professions, and in order to ground our rethinking of preservation in the present it is important to keep this wider horizon in sight. With the digital revolution, our cultural attitudes toward who should have the right to copy are changing. The music industry was upturned by the ease with which we can now copy and share songs. Now the film industry is under similar pressure, and architecture is no exception. As the production of architectural copies -full buildings or part thereof -becomes more digital, networked, and diffused, we are witnessing more aggressive attempts to control the legal right to reproduce buildings.
In preservation, intellectual copyright is hard to define and regulate -harder than in most other arts. Preservation's potential scope is overwhelming, implying that almost every gesture in the construction and reconstruction of a building would have to be protected. The enormity of the task could appear to explain why copies made of monuments are still considered to be "aura-less" reproductions, and their authors have yet to claim authorship over them. But similar complexity has not stopped other fields from claiming copyrights. Mechanical architectural copies emerged at the same time as reproductions in, say, photography. Legal scholar Bernard Edelman has shown how in nineteenth-century France photographs were at first considered to be mere mechanical reproductions of reality, just like architectural copies, without authorship except by nature, and thus in the public domain. It was only when photography became understood as a product or a unique and individual process, and as such as an artistic practice, that it received legal protection and "the real as object in law [became] susceptible to appropriation, sale, and contracts."
1 Copies of monuments have to this day escaped being considered authored artworks. If we think of preservation as a critical intervention in cultural objects, it becomes even more pressing to inquire about copyrights, for it raises questions about who has the right to participate in, and even regulate, culture. What are, for instance, the implications of the 2005 Italian law 2 restricting the copying of Italian national heritage? Sarah M. Hirschman explores such questions in her essay by investigating how the United States tried in the 1980s to draft an architectural copyright legislation that would meet the international Bern copyright convention. These efforts coincided with an increased international interest in American media productions, but also with the height of postmodernism in architecture. In Hirschmann's analysis of the efforts that vi lead to the passage of the legislation in 1990 she mentions the expert advisors to the law who were themselves protagonists of the contemporary trends in the profession, promoting the idea of reworking and reproducing classical or contemporary precedents. But what remained was the problem of finding an appropriate legal definition of an "architectural work." The difficulty was essentially in identifying architecture as an object while it was understood that a legal definition of architecture had to legitimize different forms of practice which highlighted architecture as a media form. Under the new legal definition, a work of architecture can be expressed in any medium, certainly through buildings, but also films, or printed books.
With this broad definition of architecture in mind, Jacob Moore's essay examines the production of the book Space, Time, and Architecture, considered a milestone of modern architectural thought, inviting us to rethink the relationship of the author to the work. The manuscript was based on Sigfried Giedion's notes for a lecture series at Harvard University, which were translated -copied that is from German into English -so he could deliver them in Boston to an audience that apparently considered them "unintelligible" and "unpopular." Heavily reworked by collaborators, the lectures were eventually published in English in 1941 by Harvard University Press and subsequently translated into various European languages. In what the author calls "translation plagiarism" a series of translations considerably distorted the meaning of the original-an original that in fact did not exist in book form until its 1964 German edition. Moore fascinatingly highlights the unfinished nature of authorship, the impossibility of an "exact" translation, and the productive role of copying in generating originality. He also points to misunderstandings in international texts and theories on architecture, its preservation that -if pursued -would potentially amount to complex copyright cases of architectural writings rather than objects.
Aura Bertoni and Maria Lillà Montagnani compare similar copyright cases concerning public art and architecture in different jurisdictions, contributing a critical reading of the global ambitions of copyright. Telling examples include reproductions of photographs of architectural motifs, landscapes and "panorama" views, which are considered copyright infringements in some countries ruled by civil law but are deemed fair use in common-law countries. These laws point to different conceptions of protecting either the private interest of the author or the interest of the public that might be affected by works of art and architecture.
Both copyright law and preservation law aim at protecting unique human achievements, but this is done to forestall different, even opposing threats. When applied to architecture, copyright is meant to protect private authorship from public encroachments, while preservation mostly aims to safeguard public interests from private forces.
Amanda Reeser Lawrence analyses a case in which the Board of Trustees of the Barnes Foundation argued that it would be in the interest of the public to relocate the Barnes Foundation from its original place in Merion, a suburb of Philadelphia, to downtown Philadelphia. Lawrence demonstrates the architects' attempts to achieve what Bruno Latour and Adam Lowe describe as the "migration of the aura" from an original to a copy, which even can have the effect of preserving the original. Some critics of the project claim that despite the perfect replication of the ensembles of artworks on the wall, which Dr. Albert C. Barnes had specified for particular rooms of the house, the aura did not migrate to the replica and that the architects took too much liberty in producing a "better replica" than the original. Yet the architects, keen not to replicate the complete architecture of the house, interpreted the loopholes of their commission and the vague notion of what constitutes an original to develop an ambitious modern museum that creatively mediates the act of preservation.
Similarly, although in a different cultural context and on a different scale, Codrut �a Sîntionean analyzes the consequences of varying preservation practices on the authenticity of the Chȏnju Hanok Village in South Korea. Here it is the lack of an original, or of sufficient historical information, that enables heritage managers to develop a variety of interpretations of what could be considered traditional or local to produce an "authentic heritage site." The case study shows that, ironically, it was the effort of heritage institutions that rescued the village from decay and made it attractive for tourists and visitors, but that the history they claim to preserve in fact constructs an illusory, even false image of a traditional Korean city. While the authorities advertise the thousand-year-old culture of the village that was once a capital, the traditional houses and artifacts that can be found in Chȏnju are not older than a hundred years. In fact, they originate from a displacement of the wealthier Korean elite that, during the era of the Japanese colonization at the beginning of the twentieth century, relocated to a new neighborhood, today's Chȏnju Hanok Village, that then already adopted modern lifestyles, tastes, and construction methods. Beyond the doubt of the legitimacy of such marketed preservation efforts, the author critiques how the cultural and political tensions between the colonizers and the colonized have clearly been ironed out of the rhetoric of the village's Cultural Heritage Administration. Beyond being a mere public relations strategy, this rhetoric began to reshape the legal landscape that severely affected the ownership structure and social coherence of the village.
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The migration of the authentic into the institutional is also a theme of the essay by Mekhala Chaubal and Tatum Taylor, who investigate a fascinating conflict about graffiti art in the public arena. Here the practice of preservation is evoked to protect an artistic practice, graffiti, which by definition is determined to carefully negotiate the illegal with the legal. Their case study shows intriguingly how what were once scribbled, unintelligible, incomprehensible messages and drawings on the wall transformed into legible and social objects worth preserving. While in the 1970s the façade of a factory building in Long Island City, Queens, had become a haven for aerosol artists, in the late 1990s the site began a decline, which could only be stopped by institutionalizing the informal graffiti practice by establishing curatorial management of the works that were soon to achieve high exhibition standards and values that could match those of traditional galleries and museums. Ironically the artworks on the factory wall contributed to the gentrification of the area in Queens, but did not get any legal protection in 2013 when the whitewashing of the building was ordered to prepare for the later demolition of the building and to make space for a real estate development. Neither the New York City Landmarks Law nor the U.S. Copyright Law and Moral Rights could save the graffiti site from destruction. In part it might be the tardiness or unwillingness of the law to assign cultural or moral worth in protecting creative works of art and architecture, and in part it might be the collective sensibility to recognize the merits in creative works such as graffiti. But we should also not forget that sometimes artists, architects, and preservationists might need legal support to pursue their rights. For it is their risk and determination to challenge the conventions of their profession. Pablo Bronstein's drawings of Empire-style interior elevations invite the reader of this issue to imagine a classic world going out of hand: apparently rational spaces turn into impossible fantasies, solid ornaments undulate without constraints, breaking the edges of the frame, distorted symmetries refuse to accept their counterpart, what was considered typically French traversed borders and mingled periods of time -the object evades its definition. Bronstein's drawings show that as reproduction technologies start to shift into the third dimension, we must relocate the discussion of the copy from the context of the fake and copyright law and place it at the heart of the media field.
The essays in this issue key us into the fact that the copy, and in particular the architectural copy, is a phenomenon of modernity. Just like the print, the photograph, the film, or the digital file, the architectural copy is both a product of the media and a media form in itself that in every situation and period ix reflects on the existing means of production and reproduction. The case studies show how in the contemporary intensity of our media -with the latest possibilities to record and store data on the one hand, and the dematerialization of the architectural process and product on the other -issues of intellectual property, copyright, and the questions of how to preserve a condition amid these culture flows have moved to the center of a new vortex of creativity.
Each author explores cases of architectural doubles that open to a new, fascinating field of conflict between the original and the copy. Paradoxically perhaps, the contributors show that the role and meaning of the originals has only been considered at the moment of their threatened disappearance or in the face of their replication. As such, these essays show how preservation and copyright are dynamic fields whose relation to architecture becomes ever more complex and that new notions of authorship, copy, seriality, and ownership push for new ways of thinking about copyright and preservation.
Through their work, preservation appears as the slow transformation of monuments into their own architectural doppelgängers, realized fantasies of impossible temporal maneuvers, the cultural products of Fitzcarraldian determination, of extreme passion, of a readiness to accept enormous risks, and more often than not, yes, of love.
3 And by reading these architectural works in the discursive context of media studies as well as jurisprudence -the categories of "original" or "copied," "legal" or "illegal," "authentic" or "artificial" -we can gain a sense of the potential power of preservation as a doubling of architecture and about the potential shortcomings of the law. (2012, 2013, 2013 
